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EMPIRE NAVIGATION INC is a highly specialized ship management 

company providing commercial and technical management to 

tankers.

The company was founded in February 2009 and manages a fleet 

of 16 crude and product tankers. As managers of such vessels, we 

are committed to maintaining the highest standards of quality and 

safety in all our operations.



Well-structured platform and reporting for all departments 

within the company

Timely installation of the integrated ERP applications

in office and vessels

Existence of an integrated ERP was immediately 

recognized to be a basic factor for corporate growth



The 

Challenge

How can we ‘revive’ the data so 

as to exploit stored information 

and benefit the company?

How can decision making be 

supported by analyses and 

correlations beyond the current 

static ERP reports?



Why 

Business 

Analytics?

To unify data from 

various sources 

(systems/sub 

systems) and to draw 

relevant conclusions 

faster and easier 

than before

To locate 

‘hidden’ but 

critical trends 

apparent using 

drill down 

specialized 

dashboards and 

reports

To provide 

all employees 

with access to 

analyzed data

in an easy to 

understand layout

To be able to support 

our strategic goals 

with measurable 

evidence and drive 

decision making 

process



An internal team at Empire Navigation to:
 Communicate with the involved departments 

and the management

 Gather requirements for reports and analyses

A suitable specialized BA partner that brings:
 Reliability through the long standing presence in shipping

 Experience in the implementation of similar BA projects

 Extensive knowledge of the company’s data and philosophy



Engagement 

οf departments

Activation

of internal 
communication

Successful 
Implementation



Communication with departments 

as to what we are trying to achieve 

and what the ultimate goal of this tool is

We wanted them to be engaged 

and involved in the project from 

the outset 

In-house developers’ training

Perform the first round of

analyses - HSQE Dept.

Meetings with the departments 

to develop specific analyses

Discussion,  Analyses, 

Development, 

Observation - a cyclical process



Implementation Time

(Stages 1, 2 & 3): 2.5 months

Familiarization with the system - user interaction

Creation of a multi-layer dashboard

Gradual presentation of analyses at Management 

Review Meetings - Identification of advantages



Project Implementation (cont’d)

Estimated Implementation Time : 2 months

in progress

Development of automations 

for distributing information among:

Involved Departments

Top Management

Vessels (the ultimate goal!)

Develop analyses for the rest

of the departments 
(currently working on technical and 

procurement) 

Evaluate effectiveness of 

dashboards/analyses produced 

for further improvement

in progress





















We recognized that we had much more meaningful data than we originally believed!

Departments have strengthened their ties and have started to communicate using 
common data

We have significantly improved on processing time needed to prepare Management 
Review reports and associated information



We have created unified channels of information for all end-users who need to process 

information offering:

Easy to read, comprehensive, immediate access to key information by end-users and

third parties - so enhanced transparency

Common analysis grounds

Synergy between departments

Minimization of time wasted on filtering and processing raw data and information outside our ERP

Dashboards and reports are shared regularly with managed fleet 

Reinforcing the corporate culture, 

Measuring performance against the fleet, 

Strengthening healthy competition and 

Cultivating active participation



The success of a Business Analytics project depends on:

Recognition of the critical role of Information as the digital transformation

agent in the strategic growth of the Company

The existence of "good" data in both quality and quantity is of paramount 
importance for the success of a BA project. 

The right blend of professionals that will form the project team - the internal staff 
and the external partner

The commitment of the management to adopt modern tools that will increase

the quality of the service



Business Analytics will offer

A single platform to unleash comprehensive business analysis across 
the entire organization

Immediate access to Information by all company layers without 
spending time to prepare it

A concrete example of company transparency

Efficiency in making the right decision




